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Ideals of multipliers 

Joseph J. Kohn 

Ideals of multipliers were introduced in [8] to find conditions on do
mains in complex manifolds under which subellipticity of the a-Neumann 
problem holds. Similar ideals were used to study subellipticity on of Db 
on CR manifolds (see [9] ). In [10] such ideals are used to study the sit
uation when subellipticity breaks down but regularity still holds. Ideals 
of holomorphic multipliers in a somewhat different context have been 
used by Nadel (see [15]) and by Siu (see [16]) to prove global theorems 
in algebraic geometry. Here we will be concerned with the ideals that 
arise in the study of local regularity. We will briefly explain the use 
of subelliptic estimates then we define local and microlocal multipliers 
and show how to use them to derive subelliptic estimates. We also dis
cuss the use of subelliptic multipliers when subellipticity fails. Finally 
we show how subelliptic multipliers give rise to invariants of complex 
analytic varieties. 

§1. Definitions 

A CR manifold is a compact coo manifold M of dimension 2n + 1 
endowed with an integrable CR structure which consists of a sub
bundle T 1•0 (M) of the complexified tangent bundle CT(M) satisfying 
the following. The complex fiber dimension of T 1•0 (M) is n, 

T 1•0 (M) n T 1•0 (M) = {0}, 

and if L and L' are local sections of T 1•0 (M) then [L, L'] = LL'- L' L 
is also a local section of T 1•0 (M). 
Let Ab'q denote the (p,q)-forms on M, let 

ab: Ab'q --? Ab'q+l 

denote the corresponding exterior derivative, and let a; : Ab'q --? Ab'q-l 
denote the £2 adjoint of ab. 
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We define the complex energy form Qb on Af:'q by 

where ( , ) denotes the L 2 inner product on forms. We define the 
complex laplacian 

1tf:'q = { 'P E L~,q I Db({) = 0} 

Note that if a j_ 1tf:'q and then Db({)= a if and only if Qb('fJ, 'lj;) =(a, 'lj;), 
for all 'lj;. 

If u E COO(~m) and if s E ~we define llulls the Sobolev s-norm of u 
by 

llull; = j (1 + l~l 2 ) 8 1u(~)l 2dV 
If u E C00 (M) we define I lulls by choosing a partition of unity { (v} 
which is subordinate to a covering by coordinate charts and set llull; = 

L ll(vull 2 · 

§2. Subelliptic estimates 

If P EM we say that a subelliptic estimate for (p, q)-forms holds 
at P if there exists a neighborhood U of P and constants C and c such 
that 

for all <p E Af:'q with support in U. 

The above estimate has the following consequences (see [12]). 

1. If Db({) = a and if a is coo on U then <p is coo on U. 

2. 1tf:'q c C00 (M). 

3. If a is a (p, q)-form which is coo on U and if 'ljJ is a (p, q- 1)-form 
orthogonal to 1tf:'q- 1 such that Bb'l/J =a then 'ljJ is coo on U. 

4. Let Sb : L~,q- 1 ___, Nv,q- 1 (Bb), where Nv,q- 1 (Bb) denotes the null 

space of Bb and Sb the orthogonal projection. If () E L~,q- 1 with () in 
coo on U then Sb() is coo on U. 

Duality 
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Let {L1, ... , Ln} be an orthonormal basis for (1, 0) vector fields on a 
neighborhood U C M of P and let {Ll, ... ,Ln,L1 , ... ,Ln,T} be a 
basis for the complex vector fields on U with T = -T. Let {w1 , ... ,wn} 
be the dual basis of {1, 0) forms. Then if 1.p E A~,q with support in U we 
have i.p = 2:: i.piG:/ where I runs through the strictly in creasing q-tuples 
of integers between 1 and n and where r;:/ = Wi 1 1\ · · · 1\ wiq. We define 
Fqi.p E AO,n-q by 

where I' denotes the increasing (n- q)-tuple consisting of integers be
tween 1 and n which are not in I, and t:}, is defined by 

I - (\ (\ - -I (\ -I' EI,Wl ··· Wn=W W 

Then we have: 

and 

Hence, 
Qb(i.p, 'P) = Qb(Fqi.p, Fqi.p) + O(II'PII 2). 

Therefore, since II'PIIe: = IIFq'PIIe:, we conclude that (•q) holds if and only 
if ( •n-q) holds. 

Microlocalization 

Let { x 1 , ... , Xzn, t} be real coordinates on U with origin at P such that 

and Zt = AT. Let { 6, ... , 6n+l} denote the dual coordinates. If u E 
Cff(U) we have the microlocal decomposition u = u+ +u- +u0 , where 
:Fu+ and :Fu- have supports in conical neighborhoods of (0, ... , 0, 1) 
and (0, ... , 0, -1), respectively and :Fu0 is supported in the union of the 
unit ball and the complement of the above conical neighborhoods (here 
:F denotes the Fourier transform). 
Let U' ::J tJ be a small neighborhood and let ( E C8'" (U') with ( = 1 on 
U. Then we have 
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for all r.p E C0 (U). Thus to prove •q it suffices to establish the corre
sponding estimates (•t) and (•;;-) for ll(r.p+ll~ and for II('P-11~, respec
tively. 

Let 0 c X be a domain in a complex manifold X which has a smooth 
boundary M and such that fi is compact. We then say that the a
Neumann problem for (p, g)-forms at P E M is subelliptic if there exists 
a neighborhood U of P and constants c and C such that 

for all r.p E Dam( a*) n .Ap,q with support in U n fi. Here .Ap,q denotes 
the space of (p, g)-forms in C 00 (fi), 

Q(r.p, r.p) = ((ar.p, ar.p)) + ((a*r.p, a*r.p)), 

and Ill Ill, ( ( ) ) , Ill lilt: denote the Lz norm, the L2 inner product, and the 
Sobolev c-norm on fi, respectively. The estimate ( .. q) has the following 
consequences (see [12]). 

1. If Dr.p = a and if a is coo on U n fi then r.p is C00 on U n fi. Here 
D = aa*+a*awithdomainconsistingof{r.p E Dom(a)nDom(a*) I ar.p E 

Dom(a*) and a*r.p E Dom(a)}. 

2.1ip,q c C 00 (fi), where 1ip,q = {r.p I Dr.p = 0}, is finite dimensional. 

3. If a is a (p, g)-form which is coo on u n n and if 'ljJ is a (p, g- 1 )-form 
orthogonal to Np,q- 1 (a), where Np,q- 1(a) denotes the null space of a, 
such that ab'lj; =a then 'ljJ is coo on u n n. 
4. If B: L~,q- 1 (0)--> Np,q-l(a) is the orthogonal projection and if 
e E L~,q- 1 (0) withe in coo on U then Be is coo on U n fi. 

Denote by M the boundary of 0 and suppose that in a neighborhood 
of M there exists a real valued function r such that r < 0 in 0 which on 
M satisfies r = 0 and dr =I 0. Let {z1, ... , Zn+l} be local holomorphic 
coordinates with origin at P E M such that rz; (P) = 0 fori = 1, ... , n 
and rzn+l (P) = 1. Let 

and a a 
T=r- ---r --

zn+l azn+l Zn+l azn+1 • 

Theorem 2.1. The a-Neumann problem on 0 is subelliptic for 
(p, g)-forms at P, that is ( .. q) holds, if and only if ( •t) holds on M. 
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§3. Local and microlocal multipliers 

Definition 3.1. If P E M a subelliptic multiplier for (p, q)
forms at P is a germ of a coo function f such that there exists a neigh
borhood U of P and positive constants e and C so that 

for all cp E A~,q with support in U. Note that this estimate is independent 
ofp. 

Let Iq denote the set of subelliptic multipliers. Iq satisfies the following. 

1. Iq is an ideal. 

2. R...jf; c Iq, here R...jf; denotes the real radical of Iq consisting 
of all germs g such that there exist mE z+ and f E Iq with lglm ::::; lfl. 
Analogously we define It and I;;- by the estimates 

and 

Then Iq =It n Ii and we have that: ( •t) holds if and only if 1 E It, 
( •i) holds if and only if 1 E I;;-, ( •q) holds if and only if 1 E Iq, and 
( .. q) holds if and only if 1 E It. 

These ideals satisfy the following duality property 

I + -I-q - n-q· 

This follows since llcp+ll = II(<P)-11 and 

llf(cp+llc = llf((Fqcp)-llc + O(llcpll) 

and 

Pseudoconvexity 

We define the Levi form in an open set U C M to be the hermitian 
form £p on T~·0 , for each P E U defined as follows. Let "'( be a real one 
form in U such that"'(=/= 0 and "Y(L) = 0 for all L E T 1•0 . Then we set 
£(L, L') =A< d"'f, L 1\ L' >. Then M is pseudoconvex if it can be 
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covered by open sets on which £ is positive semi-definite. In terms of 
the above basis we have C(Li, Lj) = Cij and 

[Li, Lj] = CijT mod (L1, ... , Ln, Lb ... , Ln)· 

If M is pseudoconvex in a neighborhood of P we will construct a se
quence of ideals 

I:k c I:k+l c It 
We define the quadratic form CJJ, with q-tuples I and J, by 

_ '"' iK jK .. CJJ- ~ €1 €J c,3 , 

i,j,K 

where K runs over all ordered ( q - 1 )-tuples. Each of the coefficients 
f}K is either 0, 1, or -1 defined as follows. First, if i ¢. K we denote by 
(iK) the ordered q-tuple containing i and the elements of K. Then we 
define 

ifi E K 

if (iK) i- I 

if (iK) =I, 

where sgn (if) denotes the sign of the permutation { i, K} ---+ I. We 
observe the following. 

A. If (cij) ~ 0 then (ciJ) ~ 0. 

B. If (cij) ~ 0 then IRy'(detciJ) equals the real radical of the ideal 
generated by the ( n - q + 1) x ( n - q + 1) subdeterminants of ( Cij). 

Integration by parts gives. 

Substituting Fqcp for cp and conjugating we get 

Substituting (cp+ and (cp- for cp in the first and second equation, re
spectively; we obtain 

and 
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Hence the ( n - q + 1) x ( n - q + 1) sub determinants of ( cij) are in I: 
and the ( q + 1) x ( q + 1) subdeterminants of ( cij) are in I;;. 

Given germs of C 00 functions h, ... , fn we define n x 2n matrix 
Af(jl,···,fn) by 

en C12 Cln 

C21 C22 C2n 

A1(h, · · · 'fn) = 
Cnl Cn2 Cnn 

Ld1 L2h Lnh 
Ld2 L2h Lnh 

Lifn L2Jn Lnfn 

Denote by ( Detl A1 (h' ... ,J n)) the ideal generated by the j X j 
subdeterminants of A1(h, ... , fn). 

Theorem 3.2. If the h, ... Jn are in I: then Detn-q+lAf(h, ... Jn) 
C I: and if the h, ... , fn are in I;; then Detq+l A1(h, ... , fn) C I;;. 

We define I:k by induction on k: 

and 

I:k+l =\I(I:k, vn-q+l(I:k)), 

where vn-q+l (I:k) is the set of all (n-q+1) X (n-q+1) subdeterminants 

of A1(h, ... , fn) for all n-tuples (h, ... , fn) in I:k. Similarly we define 

I;;,k by: 

and 

We then have: 
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Hence if we set 

Iq,k = I:k n I;;,k = I~in{q,n-q},k c Iq. 

we conclude that if for some k 

(**q) 1 E Iq,k 

then the subelliptic estimate (•q) holds. The condition (**q) is called 
finite ideal q-type. 

The conjecture is that ( **q) is a necessary condition for the subel
liptic estimate ( •q)· Generalizing the work of Greiner (see [7]) this can 
be established when ( CIJ) and ( Cf' J') are diagonalizable on U. This di
agonalizability condition implies that it is not necessary to use radicals 
in deriving 1 E I:k. More generally Catlin (see [1]) has shown that 

subellipticity for the a-Neumann problem is equivalent to the condition 
of D'Angelo finite q-type. The passage from the a-Neumann problem 
to CR manifolds is routine. Thus the problem is to prove that finite ideal 
q-type is equivalent to finite D'Angelo type (see [4]). It is easy to prove 
that finite D'Angelo q-type implies finite ideal q-type, so the problem 
is to prove the converse. In case the CR manifold is real analytic this 
follows by use of methods developed by Diederich and Fornaess (see [5]). 

§4. When subellipticity fails 

The Fedii example in JR2 is 

a2u a2u 
Eu=-ax2-a(x)at2 =f, 

where a(x) > 0 when x =/:- 0 (see [F]). This equation is always hypoellip
tic, it is elliptic if and only if a(O) > 0 and it is subelliptic if and only if 
a(x) > clxlm. The best way to see this is to note that a is a subelliptic 
multiplier in the sense that: 

2 auau auau 
llaull 1 ~ C(( ax, ax)+ (a at, at))= C(Eu, u). 

In the Kusuoka and Stroock example (see [13]) in JR3 

a2 a2 a2 
E= -- -a(x)---

ax2 ay2 at2 

where a(x) > 0 when x =/:- 0, E is hypoelliptic if and only if 

lim xloga(x) = 0. 
x--+0 
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Generalization of the Fedii example on JR~ x lRf, E = E 1 + c(x, t)E2 , 

where a2 
E1 =-""'aiJ(x,t)-a a , ~ Xi Xj 

a2 
E2 =- ""'bij(x, t)-a a , ~ ti tj 

(aiJ) ::::0: 0, (bij) ::::0: 0, and the E 1 and E2 are uniformly subelliptic on JR~ 
and on lRf, respectively. Then E is hypoelliptic whenever there exists 
a manifold S C JRn x JRm which is transversal to JR~ and c(x, t) > 0 
whenever (x, t) ~ S. 

The analogous statement for Db for (p, q)-forms would be that Db is 
hypoelliptic if there exists f E Iq and a manifold S C M of holomorphic 
dimension ::; min { n - q - 1, q - 1} such that f =J 0 outside of S. 

Christ (see [3]) has shown this does not hold in general but it does 
hold in case M c cn+l given by a defining function r with special 
symmetries (see [K4]), such as: r = R(zn+l)- F('L. lzil 2 ). 

To find estimates for the 8-Neumann problem for pseudoconvex do
mains in IC 2 , Christ has used the method of super logarithmic estimates 
(see [2]), developed by Morimoto (see [14]). Christ's results can easily 
be generalized to the study of Db on (p, q)-forms on pseudo convex CR 
manifolds when the quadratic forms CJ J and CJ' J' are diagonalizable. 
More generally the result (prOven in [10]) is: 

Theorem 4.1. Db is hypoelliptic if there exists f E Iq and a man
ifoldS c M of holomorphic dimension::; min{n- q- 1, q- 1} such 
that f =J 0 outside of S and 

lim d(x, S) log lf(x)l = 0, 
x-+S 

where d(x, S) denotes the distance from x to S. 

To prove this theorem in general we need the following localization 
lemma. 

Lemma 4.2. If M is pseudoconvex if P E S C M with S a sub
manifold of holomorphic dimension::; min{ n- q -1, q -1 }, Then there 
exists a neighborhood U of P such that if 
Sa = { Q E U I dist( Q, S) ::; a then there exists C > 0 such that 

II'PIIt ::; C(a2Qb(cp, cp) + II'PII~I-Sa + II'PII~1), 
for all cp E AJ;'q with support in U. Here ll··llx denotes the L2-norm 
over X. 
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§5. Multipliers associated with singularities 

Let { ht, ... , hm} be holomorphic functions defined in a neighbor
hood of the origin in en, with hj(O) = 0. Let M c en+l be a pseudo
convex CR manifold which near the origin is defined by 

If g is an ideal of germs of holomorphic functions in en at the origin we 
define B(Q) to be the set of all n x p matrices with p;::: n 

(

91zl 

B (gl, ... , 9v) = : 
9pzl 

for all n-tuples in Q. Let VJ(B(Q)) denote the ideal generated by the set 
of all j x j subdeterminants of B(g1, ... , gp) for all B(g1, ... , gp) E B(Q). 

Set 
J'{(Q) = Jvn-q(B.(Q)) . 

Inductively we define 

Let 1i = (h1, ... , hm), the ideal generated by h~, ... , hm. The fol
lowing result shows how the ideals JZ (1i) determine subellipticity on 
M. 

Proposition 5.1. 1 E J%(Iik) if and only if 1 E Iik· 

Denoting by V(1i) the variety of 1i, we have 

dimV(1i) = q {:::::::::} {1 E J%+1(1i) for some k 
1 tf. J%(1i) for all k. 

Suppose dim V(1i) = q let k0 be the least k for which 1 E J%+1(1i). 
Note that ko = 1 if and only if 0 is not a singular point and that 
V(1i, J'{+1(1i)) is the singular variety ofV(1i). If q1 =dim V(1i, J'{+\1i)) 
we let k1 be the least k for which 1 E J%1 +1(1i, J'{+1(1i)). We continue 
defining k2, k3, ... and these numbers are invariants of the singularity. 
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